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In our observanc~ of Law Day, I want to discuss with you a 

concept which is not explicitly mentioned in our Constitution, but 

nevertheless has been implicit in our American democracy from its 

beginnings. I refer to the phrase, flA governlnent of laws and not of 

men, tt which we lawyers and would-be lc:.wyers som.etimes quote to 

each other, but which we seldom examine for its full meaning. 

Actually, the concept is not American, or even English in origin, 

but is at least as old as democracy itself. Perhaps it is most graphically 

demonstrated at the moment when Socrates, condemned to death by his 

enemies through the exercise of Athenian law, was offered a chance to 

escape from prison. But Socrates replied that all his life he had taught 

that Athenians should live by the laws that they themselves had helped to 

create. To frustrate the justice process now, even though he believed 

himself wronged, would contradict aU that he had stood for. 

"Do you imagine, " he asked, "that a State can subsist and not 

be overthrown, in which the decisions of law have no power, but are 

set aside and overthrown by individuals?" 

And like other m.artyrs whom we have known since then, Socrates 



paid tribute to his principles with his life. 

Although he seemed to be referring mailily to the citizen, Plato 

and Aristotle emphasized that the principle applied even more clearly to 

the rulers. Much later, the long evolution of English parliamentary 

government was based on the concept that law must supersede the personal 

rule of kings. And it was John Adams who so eloquently stated the principle 

in this country when he put the phrase "a government of laws and not of 

men" in his draft of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights. 

Now, how does this principle affect the quality of American 

society, or any society? 

First, we know from the human experience in other eras and 

other countries that progress cannot be promised under a government of 

men. When men usurp the law, then government is subject to their whims, 

their personalities, and their varying ethical standards. Uncertainty, 

and finally chaos, become the prevailing characteristic of society. No 

worthwhile venture can be risked, because the very stability of society 

is in question. Stagnation and degeneration must be the result. 

But under the rule of law, each citizen knows where he stands, 

and each group of citizens cooperating toward a worthy goal can be 

assured that its legitimate efforts may be rewarded. Trust of the 

government and trust among individuals creates a platform for progress. 



This is the principle of a government of laws which I believe 

is most thoroughly embodied in the United States Department of Justice. 
I 

It has been the guidepost for those of us who lead that Department. It 

demands the most of us when, in making difficult decisions, we must 

ask, "What is the law? What does it empower us to do? What does it 

restrict us from do ing?" Let me illustrate this with an example. 

During the 1960's it had become clear that recent environmental 

laws were not adequate for the job of cleaning up our polluted lakes and 

rivers. We therefore revived the use of an old law, the so-called Refuse 

Act of 1899, which enabled the Government to prevent dumping in navigable 

waters. We filed far more criminal actions under this law than ever before. 

And because the penalties for any single criminal violation were relatively 

mild, we succeeded in making a new use of the same law- -the civil injunction 

suit. This could bring an immediate halt to the dumping, and we have used 

it successfully in well over 100 cases--many,of them against some very 

large operators. 
\ . 

The point of this example is that genuine enforcement of the law 

includes the will to enforce the law. Laws are administered through de

cisions, and inaction represents a decision fully as much as action. A 

decision to do little or nothing can mean that the personal inclinations of 



men are being substituted for the clear mandate of the law. 

The same error 1;8 made when administrators bend the law further 

I 
than was intended in order to accomplish a good end. Rathe r t...'1an substi

tute a government of men by this approach, they should go to the legisla

tive body- -in our case the Congress- -to try and get the law changed. 

In the pollution cases, we believed we were fulfilling our duty 

to take action, and that this could be properly done within the existing law. 

All of this has illustrated the homage which public officials must 

pa'y to the law, as emphasized by political philosophers from Plato to 

John Adams. But what about the homage of the citizen, which seemed 

to be the main concern of Socrates? 

Beginning in the early 1960's, a wave of lawlessness swept across 

the United States. 

I refer to robbery and other crimes which brought fear to 

the streets of our cities - -a wave of general crime whose acceleration 

reached a high point of 17 pe rcent in the single year 1968. 

I refer to the spread of organized crin:te and its corrosive effect 

on our society. 

I refer to the growth of a drug culture and the increase of crimes 

committed by addicts. 



I refer to the rising incidence of assassination, bombing, hijacking, 

and other spectacular crimes against society. 

I refer to the growing resort to violence and disorder by some 

political activists, rather than being willing to submit their proposals 

to the elective process. 

All of these trends showed that a relatively small but growing 

number of Americans, far from recognizing their duties as citizens, 

were putting themselves above the law. And this phenomenon was 

accompanied by a still more alarming one among a larger body of citizens 

- -that of non-involvement, a withdrawal to strictly private concerns, and 

an abdication of public duties. We saw this most dramatically in cases 

where witnesses to a crime refused to testify because they did not want to 

become involved- - even to the point whe re they would not even call the 

police while a crime' was being committed. 

In this development we saw the repudia'tion of a government of laws. 

In the doors locked against intruders, in the extra reliance on watchdogs 

and weapons to defend the home, we saw the opposite of the free and open 

society which had been the American promise. Instead we saw a reversion 

to the primitive attempts at security of feudal times- ... the castle, the draw

bridge, and the moat. 



It has been charged that the determined program to bring such 

an era of lawlessness to an end represents nothing but repression and 

i 

even bigotry. I submit that, on the contrary, the attack on crime and 

lawlessness has as noble a purpose as any crusade which has ever been 

attempted in this country. Its purpose is to combat the alarming tendency 

of some of our citizens to put themselves above the law--a tendency that 

could only lead in the end to a bitter choice between anarchy and autocracy. 

The purpose of this crusade is to strengthen and maintain a government of 

laws and not of men. 

I am pleased to point out that we are succeeding in this crusade. 

In 1972, as a result of combined Federal, State, and local efforts, 

serious crime in the United States decreased by three percent. This was 

the first year in which crime went down since 1955--17 years ago. 

By 1972, the federal campaign directed especially against organ

ized crime was in high gear and indictments were being. returned in record 

numbers. Last year alone nearly 900 individuals, identified by our Crim

inal Division as assqciates of organized crime, were convicted of violating 

federal laws. At present, 11 top bosses of crime syndica~es are in jail, 

either convicted or awaiting trial, while four others are being deported. 

This i~ by far the most effective penetration that has been made of the 

unde rworld. 

Beginning last summer, enforcement efforts created a shortage of 



heroin in major cities in the East. Statistics in New York and Washington, 

D. C., show a noticeable reduction in the number of addicts and in crimes 

committed by addicts. 

By 1972 there were relatively few attempts at mob violence, and 

the rash of civil disorders which had peaked in 1968 had clearly subsided. 

In short, what seemed to be the growing popularity of lawlessness, 

where Americans put themselves above or outside of the law, has been 

halted. In fact, in some communities we are even witnessing fewer 

cases in which our citizens turn their backs on a crime, and more cases 

in which our citizens come to the re s cue of a victim or notify the police 

of a c rime being committed. 

Now, I would be the last to say that we are reaching the millennium 

so far as the rule of law is concerned. But I believe that the trend is once 

again in the right direction. And I would point out some additional develop

ments that make me believe that the rule of law is not only being strengthened 

once again, but that it is fulfilling its destiny as the governing system which 

can best serve the interest of mankind. 

There are many, .of course, who take an essentially pessimistic 

view of man's development. They say that you can't change human nature 

- -you can't legislate harmony, tolerance, and respect for others. 



It is true that the moral imperatives--which ha.ve tried to elevate 

man have come more from religion and phllosophy than from goverrunent 

and law. However, I believe we have long underestimated the influence 

that law can have upon our citizens in terms of creating habits of mind 

and action. Ethics urge us to do right, but laws command. And there 

have been many changes in our attitude toward others which became part 

of our consciousness because the law pointed the way. And often it is 

the heated public discussion of proposed legislation which truly stirs 

the community conscience to reform its ways of thinking. 

In fact, it is the pos sibility and the promise of peaceful change 

through law which encourages us to examine ourselves and our .society, 

to face up to injustices and to dare to make reforms. For where there 

is no means of change through legislation, the fear of change is dominant. 

Under such conditions, change through force of arms is a last, desperate 

resort. And change through custom and tradition is generally leaderles s, 

disoriented, fragmented, and because of these characteristics, is painfully 

s low in coming. 

In my view it is no coincidence that the astounding material progress

that the world has witnessed in the past two centuries has coincided with the 

development of law- -and by law I do not mean the personal decrees of an 



absolute monarch, but the legislation created by representatives elected 

by the people. 

Neithe.t do I refer so much to material progress created by 

government than to such progress created by individual or group action. 

It has been said- -mistakenly, I think- -that the object of government is 

the happiness of the people. In my view, the object of government is to 

maintain a framework of law and justice within which people can seek 

and find happiness for themselves. 

So it is, for example, that law provides not only for contracts 

between different parties, but provides for the enforcement of those contracts.

Through this means we can have the confidence that the contracting parties 

will do what they say they will do. And on this basis of mutual trust, 

great risks can be taken, and great enterprises can be cOnlpleted. Out 

of this framework of faith, coupled with the faith in the stability of govern

ment and of society itself which is pronlised by the rule of law, the people 

can build a whole edifice of economic endeavor. In our country this has 

brought us the greate.st standard of living in the world, .and as the rule 

of law created by the people themselves has developed in other countries, 

they have elevated themselves along this same path. 

However, of even more inlportance is the social advancem.ent 

http:greate.st


faci litated by this same rule of la w. Through this means we have attacked 

injustices and achieved firm levels of fairness and equity which, without 
I 

law, might only be achieved through violence, and then only temporarily. 

In the past 20 years we have made enormous strides in the civil rights 

of all American citizens. We are now in the process of awakening our

selves to inequities that women have endured in the past and we are taking 

steps to correct them. And in a more specific step which affected many 

in this audience, we recognized that the age of 21 was no magic number in 

achieving maturity, and that those who were old enough to risk their lives 

for their country were certainly old enough to vote. 

It is for these reasons that I say, human nature is not the blind and 

immutable force that we associate with instinct. On the contrary, man 

is a remarkably flexible creature, and he is capable of elevating his 

attitudes, beliefs, and even his motivations. One of the primary, though 

by no means the only, means he has employed in this self-elevation is the 

rule of law. 

While I have referred to such law in secular terms, starting with 

the political philosophers of ancient Greece, I do not mean that this 

adherence to a law higher than the individual has been isolated from the 

larger character of man. Long before Socra,tes, man was groping to 


